Dear WAVE member,

it is our pleasure to inform you that from now on WAVE will be led jointly by Karoline Aebi-Popp and Yvonne Gilleece.

In two years, according to the WAVE SOP, Yvonne Gilleece will become the WAVE chair and a call for vice-chair will be launched (get ready!).

We encourage you to candidate for Scientific Committee member and become part of the group responsible for the operational functioning of WAVE. Please find the form attached.

In January we will present a draft plan for next two years, looking for faculty members for our workshops and sessions (WAVE Odessa, HIV Glasgow, SoC Tbilisi) and for active participants in other activities in Menopause, PrEP and Breastfeeding areas (surveys, questionnaires etc.)

If you have an action plan that you would realize within WAVE, do not hesitate to let us know!

To contact us please send an email to WaveSecretariat[at]eacsociety.org

Best wishes and happy holidays,

Karoline Aebi-Popp  Yvonne Gilleece